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[1] The coastal areas of the North-Western Mediterranean Sea are one of the most
challenging places for ocean forecasting. This region is exposed to severe storms events
that are of short duration. During these events, significant air-sea interactions, strong
winds and large sea-state can have catastrophic consequences in the coastal areas.
To investigate these air-sea interactions and the oceanic response to such events,
we implemented the Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere-Wave-Sediment Transport Modeling
System simulating a severe storm in the Mediterranean Sea that occurred in May 2010.
During this event, wind speed reached up to 25 m.s1 inducing significant sea surface
cooling (up to 2C) over the Gulf of Lion (GoL) and along the storm track, and
generating surface waves with a significant height of 6 m. It is shown that the event,
associated with a cyclogenesis between the Balearic Islands and the GoL, is relatively
well reproduced by the coupled system. A surface heat budget analysis showed that ocean
vertical mixing was a major contributor to the cooling tendency along the storm track and
in the GoL where turbulent heat fluxes also played an important role. Sensitivity
experiments on the ocean-atmosphere coupling suggested that the coupled system is
sensitive to the momentum flux parameterization as well as air-sea and air-wave
coupling. Comparisons with available atmospheric and oceanic observations showed that
the use of the fully coupled system provides the most skillful simulation, illustrating the
benefit of using a fully coupled ocean-atmosphere–wave model for the assessment of
these storm events.
Citation: Renault, L., J. Chiggiato, J. C. Warner, M. Gomez, G. Vizoso, and J. Tintoré (2012), Coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave
simulations of a storm event over the Gulf of Lion and Balearic Sea, J. Geophys. Res., 117, C09019, doi:10.1029/2012JC007924.
1. Introduction
[2] The Gulf of Lion (GoL) and the Balearic Sea (BS) in the
northwestern Mediterranean are characterized by the occur-
rence of intense air-sea interactions. Surrounding mountains
ranges (Sistema Iberíco, Pyrenees, Massif Central and Alps,
see Figure 1) strongly influence the coastal meteorology of the
region, inducing the presence of low level, cold air outbreaks
associated with Mistral, Tramontane and Cierzo winds [e.g.,
Jansá, 1987; Flamant, 2003] (Figure 1). These winds are
frequently observed to extend several hundreds of kilometers
from the coast [Jansá, 1987], bringing cold and dry
continental air over the warm western Mediterranean often
reaching the North African coasts and as far as the Ionian Sea
and hence generating intense heat air-sea exchanges [Flamant,
2003; Lebeaupin Brossier and Drobinski, 2009] and sea sur-
face cooling [Millot, 1979; Estournel et al., 2003].
[3] These winds are mainly caused by large differences
between a high pressure between Spain and the southeast of
France and a low pressure over the GoL or Gulf of Genoa.
The high frequency and intensity of these winds is a direct
consequence of the frequency and intensity of these Medi-
terranean cyclones [Lionello et al., 2002]. Cyclogenesis is
dependent on the season [Trigo et al., 1999; Campins et al.,
2000; Buzzi and Speranza, 1986; Lionello et al., 2006] and,
as suggested by Jansá et al. [1994] and Alpert and Ziv
[1989], is sustained and intensified by latent heat flux and
air-sea temperature contrast. Low pressure systems can then
travel from the Iberian Catalan coast to the Balearic Islands
and turn on the GoL where they generate or induce intense
local acceleration [Campins et al., 1995] of the Mistral and
Tramontane winds and enhance the air-sea interactions.
[4] The general oceanic surface circulation of the GoL and
BS is characterized by the presence of the Northern Current
(Figure 1) flowing southwestward along the continental
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slope until it either exits the basin through the Ibiza Channel
or retroflects cyclonically over the insular slope forming,
together with the inflow of more recent Atlantic water, the
Balearic Current (Figure 1) [Font et al., 1988; Font, 1990;
Pinot et al., 1994; Onken et al., 2008]. Observations of the
seasonal frequency of the Northern Current [Béthoux, 1980;
Font et al., 1988] reveal higher transports in winter than in
summer (1.5–2 Sv and 1 Sv, respectively), while the oppo-
site is found in the Balearic Current (0.3 Sv in winter com-
pared with 0.6 Sv in summer). The general circulation is also
marked by the Catalan front that separates the saltier old
Atlantic water in the central part from fresher shelf waters
near the Catalan coast.
[5] Air-sea interactions and their impact on the general
circulation of the Mediterranean Sea are not well known
and therefore are very difficult to parametrize in numerical
models. In previous studies, high-resolution ocean-atmosphere
coupled models were implemented over the Mediterranean
Sea to investigate air-sea interactions during extreme weather
conditions. Pullen et al. [2003, 2006, 2007], using the
Coupled Ocean Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System
(COAMPS) model, showed the atmosphere-ocean two-way
coupling significantly improved their model performances in
simulating Bora winds in the Northern Adriatic reducing the
mean bias of wind speed and Sea Surface Temperature (SST)
against observations with respect to one-way coupling.
During two Mistral/Tramontane events, Lebeaupin Brossier
and Drobinski [2009] carried out a slab ocean model (sim-
ple ocean model that describes the ocean as a motionless
layer of water of fixed depth) coupled with an atmospheric
model. They identified the processes involved in the ocean
mixed layer response and pointed out the importance to
develop a full coupling ocean-atmosphere model to under-
stand the air-sea interactions present during such wind
events. Small et al. [2011] assessed in the Ligurian Sea the
air-sea coupling using the COAMPS model simulations and
in situ observations. They showed that taking into account
SST feedback to the atmosphere reduces biases in latent heat
flux. Katsafados et al. [2011] investigated the sensitivity of a
storm event in the Mediterranean Sea to different SST sour-
ces. Main results indicated that surface fluxes had a weak
impact on the location and intensity of the studied storm.
[6] Several studies have shown the relevance of atmosphere-
wave coupling for storm-surge modeling [Mastenbroek
et al., 1993], weather and wave prediction [Doyle, 1995;
Janssen et al., 2002, 2004; Janssen, 2004; Lionello et al.,
2003] and ocean circulation and variabililty [Burgers et al.,
1995]. These studies show that atmosphere-wave coupled
models improve the representation of the momentum flux
and then the realism of the simulations. In particular, Janssen
et al. [2002] demonstrated that by modifying the Charnock
relation to take the wave age dependence into account, both
atmospheric circulation and wavefield representation were
improved. A severe storm event associated with a cyclo-
genesis in the GoL and BS that occurred in May 2010 is
analyzed here using the fully Coupled Ocean Atmosphere
Wave Sediment Transport (COAWST) model [Warner et al.,
2010]. The main objective is to understand the atmosphere-
wave-ocean interactions involved during such an event and
how coupled models can improve the realism of simulations
Figure 1. Main characteristic of the studied zone. Color fields represent the land topography (in meters)
and dashed contours the bathymetry (in meters, contours every 500 m). The main winds are indicated by
red arrows and the main oceanic currents are indicated by the blue vectors. Orange stars indicate the in situ
buoy location.
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with respect to uncoupled models. In this sense, the present
work is an extension of the former studies by, e.g., Pullen
et al. [2007] or Lebeaupin Brossier and Drobinski [2009].
The main motivations are: (1) to evaluate the performance
of the fully ocean-atmosphere-wave coupled model during
the event; (2) to understand the oceanic-atmospheric-wave
interactions to increase the capability to predict extreme
weather conditions and consequences; (3) to assess the driving
mechanisms that control the oceanic and wave response to
extreme weather in the western Mediterranean Sea and their
sensitivity to the ocean-atmosphere-wave feedback.
[7] The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a
description of the data used and an overview of the scene
from the observations. Section 3 describes the models used
as well as the different experiments carried out. In section 4,
the simulations are evaluated with respect to the observa-
tions during the specific storm event, allowing an in-depth
description of the storm and the mechanisms responsible
for the cooling of the surface ocean mixed layer. Finally,
section 5 assesses the sensitivity of the models to the different
way of coupling. Our results are then discussed in section 6,
which is followed by the conclusions. A list of acronyms
used throughout the paper is provided in Appendix A.
2. Data Description and Overview of the Storm
2.1. Data
[8] Several routinely available data sets of observations
have been collected to assess the realism and to evaluate the
performance of the simulations during this specific storm
event.
2.1.1. Meteo-Oceanographic Buoys
[9] In situ data have been collected from a total of 5 meteo-
oceanographic buoys (locations are shown in Figure 1). Four
buoys belong to the Puertos del Estado (Spain) deep-sea
network [Alvarez-Fanjul et al., 2003], located where the
water column is at least 200 m deep. In details, these four
buoys are located close to Mahon (39.72N–4.44E, B1),
Dragonera (39.55N–2.10E, B2), Tarragona (40.68N–
1.47E, B3) and Cabo Begur (hereinafter CB, 41.92N–
3.65E, B4). Depending on the buoy, 2 m air temperature
(T2m), 3 m wind speed, mean sea level pressure (MSLP),
significant wave height (Hsig), wave peak period (Tp) and
temperature at 1 m depth are routinely measured. Wind speed
from the buoys was adjusted to the reference height of 10 m
using the Large and Pond [1981] algorithm. An additional
fifth buoy is located in the GoL (42.1N–4.7E, B5 on
Figure 1) and managed by Météo France. This buoy (here-
inafter GL, B5) routinely provides all the parameters cited
above expect that the wave period measured is the wave
period of the highest one-third of the waves (T1/3). In an area
such as the Mediterranean Sea, both quantities will be quite
similar, yet T1/3 is generally lower than Tp (T1/3 0.95 Tp).
Nevertheless, for clarity, in this study, the GoL measured
wave period will be called Tp as the others buoys. Addi-
tionally, the measured wind is adjusted by Météo France at
10 m. Note the buoys measure the ocean temperature at about
1 m depth, then, when comparing with the model SST, this
difference in definition might result in small systematic dif-
ferences. Finally, in this study, the bias is defined as the
difference between model and observation; thus a positive
bias means simulations overestimate a quantity.
2.1.2. Cloud Cover From Meteosat Visible Images
[10] The geostationary Meteosat satellites constantly
observe the same region of the Earth and monitor cloud
patterns and other weather phenomena. Three channels are
available: in the solar spectrum (VISible, VIS) between 0.4
and 1.1 mm, in the IR window region between 10.5 and
12.5 mm, and in the WV absorption band between 5.7 and
7.1 mm. In this study, only the VIS images, characterized by
a spatial resolution of 2.5 km  2.5 km, are used.
2.1.3. ASCAT Wind
[11] The last generation scatterometer Advanced SCAT-
terometer (ASCAT) [Bartalis et al., 2007] onboard MetOp-A
satellite provides surface wind speed and direction over
global ocean with a spatial resolution of 25 km2 over two
swaths of 550 km widths. Comparisons between ASCAT
and various buoys indicated the root-mean squared differ-
ences of the wind speed and direction are 1.72 m.s1 and
18 degrees respectively. For higher wind conditions, ASCAT
is biased slightly low [Bentamy et al., 2008].
2.1.4. SST Products From Remote Sensing
[12] MODIS L3 product (http://oceandata.sci.gsfc.nasa.
gov) provided daily SST with a spatial resolution of 4 km.
However, the use of an optimally interpolated data set was
necessary because of the almost fully overcast conditions
during the storm. This complementary SST product is the
Delayed Time Gruppo di Oceanografia da Satellite (GOS)
Interpolated SST L4 Analysis provided at a resolution of
1/16. Validation shows the stddev is generally below 0.5K
and the mean error is around 0.1K (B. Nardelli, personal
communication, 2012, and http://projets.ifremer.fr/cersat/
Data/Quality-control/MyOcean-SST-QC/Control-Validation-
MyOcean/).
2.1.5. FNL Analysis
[13] The initial and boundary conditions of the atmo-
spheric model were derived from the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Final Analyses (FNL,
http://dss.ucar.edu/datasets/ds083.2) and have a spatial res-
olution of 1 and a temporal resolution of 6 h.
2.2. Overview of the Storm
[14] As illustrated in Figure 2a by the MSLP from the
FNL analysis, a cyclogenesis is initiated over the Balearic
Sea around 1800 UTC 03 May 2010 and is associated with a
drop in mean sea level of several hPa in a few hours (not
shown). The low pressure intensifies while moving to the
north-northwest of the GoL. Then, after reaching the French
coast, it moves southeast while collapsing (not shown). This
is confirmed by Figures 2b and 2c that show the visible
satellite images at 0600 UTC and 1200 UTC 04 May 2010.
The visible channel exhibits a rounded and clear-eye cloud
structure traveling toward the GoL.
[15] MSLP and 10 m wind in situ measurement at CB and
GL buoys confirm the presence of the storm (Figure 3a).
MSLP sharply decreases from 1010 hPa to 993 hPa in a few
hours, whereas wind is intensified up to 25 m.s1. A closer
inspection of the wind intensity and direction from in situ
data at GL and CB buoys indicates that, before the storm, the
wind regime at 10 m over the GoL is characterized by two
non-stationary converging flows: Tramontane wind and
Mistral wind (see Figures 1 and 3b). After a few hours, at
0600 UTC 04 May 2010, the northward displacement of the
low pressure blocked the Mistral and the Tramontane
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prevails (Figures 3a and 3b), peaking up to 25 m.s1 and
sharply decreasing a few hours later. Wind speed measure-
ments by ASCAT at 0842 UTC 04 May 2010 confirms the
presence of the clear-eye and the intensification of the Tra-
montane wind reaching up to 25 m.s1 and blowing over the
Balearic Sea (Figure 4a). Finally, in situ measurments of
T2m at GL buoy reveal a significant decrease of T2m from
15C to 9C (Figure 3c), as these winds are advecting cold
continental air.
[16] As suggested by in situ measurements of SST at CB
and GL buoys (Figure 3c), the Mistral and Tramontane
intensifications enhance air-sea interactions and induce a
cooling of the ocean upper layer. SST drops by 1.5C in a
few hours during the storm. The SST L4 analysis, due to the
almost fully overcast conditions during the storm, is affected
by a cold bias with respect the in situ observations before the
storm and a warm bias at the end of the storm, therefore
underestimating the cooling of SST (Figures 3c, 4b, and 4c).
Nevertheless, it indicates that the maximum cooling is situ-
ated in the area of direct influence of the Tramontane
intensification (Figures 4b and 4c). Last, as illustrated in
Figure 3d, the sustained Tramontane generates waves with
significant wave height of 5.5 m at GL and CB buoys with
peak period of 9 s.
3. Model and Experiments Description
[17] The Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere-Wave-Sediment-
Transport (COAWST) Modeling System [Warner et al.,
2010] is comprised of several components that include
models for the ocean (Regional Ocean Modeling System,
ROMS), atmosphere (Weather and Research Forecasting
model, WRF), surface waves (Simulating WAves Nearshore,
SWAN), a coupler to exchange data fields (The Model
Figure 2. (a) Mean sea level pressure at 1800 UTC 03 May 2010 from FNL analysis. Visible image
(b) on 0600 UTC 04 May 2010 and (c) on 1200 UTC 04 May 2010.
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Figure 3. Time series of the main atmospheric and oceanic sea surface variables. (a) The green and blue
lines represent the wind speed and the Mean sea level pressure as observed at the Cabo Begur and Gulf of
Lion buoys. (b) The 10 m wind (m.s1) at Cabo Begur and Gulf of Lion buoys. (c) The blue and green
lines represent the sea surface temperature and 2 ms air temperature observed at the Cabo Begur and Gulf
of Lion buoys (if available). (d) The blue and the green lines represent the significant wave height and the
peak period as observed at the Cabo Begur and Gulf of Lion buoys.
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Coupling Toolkit, MCT) and a method for regridding
(Spherical Coordinate Remapping Interpolation Package,
SCRIP). A description of how each model was configured for
this study and the different kinds of experiment carried out
are given below. The reader is referred to Warner et al.
[2008a, 2010] for detailed descriptions of the coupling
methodology.
3.1. Atmospheric Model
[18] The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model
(v3.0) [Skamarock and Klemp, 2007] has been first applied in
a 3 nested grids configuration (Figure 5). The largest domain
(WRF1) covers approximately the western Mediterranean
basin with a horizontal resolution of 27 km. The second
domain (WRF2) covers the area that corresponds approxi-
mately to the region included between the Alborán Sea and
Corsica with a horizontal resolution of 9 km (Figure 5a). The
coarser WRF1 grid reproduces the large scale synoptic fea-
tures that force the local dynamics in the second WRF2 grid
at each time step. Simulations are performed using a two-way
nesting technique, starting at 0000 UTC 01 May 2010 and
lasting 6 days. Forty-six levels in the vertical are stretched to
provide higher vertical resolution in the lower levels. These
two domains are initialized from the FNL Analyses and the
lateral boundary conditions of the coarser grid (WRF1) are
prescribed by the same analysis every 6 h. This configuration
was spun up first for two days using as a surface forcing the
FNL SST avoiding model drift. The four last days are sim-
ulated in forecast mode without SST update.
[19] The third WRF domain (WRF3) covers the region
from Corsica to the Spanish west coast peninsula (Figure 5b).
The horizontal resolution is 3 km and is discretized with
46 vertical levels. The simulation was spun up for one
day starting from the WRF2 simulation output fields at
0000 UTC 02 May 2010. Boundary conditions every hour
are prescribed from theWRF2 simulation using the NDOWN
tools [Skamarock et al., 2008]. Only this third domain is
eventually coupled with ROMS and SWAN.
[20] The following parameterization schemes were used in
all the simulations: theWRF SM5-class microphysics scheme
[Hong et al., 2004]; the Kain Fritsch [Kain, 2004] cumulus
parameterization on the coarser grids (implicit on the inner
grid) and the Mellor Yamada Janjic Surface (MYJSFC)
[Janjic, 2002] Planetary Boundary Layer scheme. Since the
sea-state has an important impact on the air-sea momentum
flux [e.g., Donelan, 1990; Johnson et al., 1998; Drennan
et al., 2003; Janssen, 2004], the MYJSFC WRF scheme
was modified in COAWST using the Drennan et al. [2005]
parameterization for the computation of the sea-state depen-
dent surface roughness.
Figure 4. (a) Wind snapshot, 0842 UTC 04 May 2010 as observed by ASCAT. The color fields represent
the wind speed intensity (m/s) and the arrows the wind speed direction. Sea surface temperature from
L4 SST product (b) before the storm (0000 UTC 03 May 2010) and (c) after the storm (0000 UTC
07 May 2010).
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3.2. Ocean Model
[21] ROMS (http://www.myroms.org) [Shchepetkin and
McWilliams, 2005] is a 3D, free-surface, split-explicit prim-
itive equation ocean model with Boussinesq and hydrostatic
approximation. The domain (Figure 5b) covers approxi-
mately the WRF3 domain with a horizontal resolution of
1.8 km and 30 vertical s-levels. Bottom topography is
derived from the Smith and Sandwell product [Smith and
Sandwell, 1997]. A 20 days long spin-up simulation was
carried out using the atmospheric forcing derived from the
HIgh Resolution Limited Area Model (Hirlam) [Unden et al.,
2002] outputs provided by the Agencia Estatal de METeor-
ología (AEMET) with a spatial resolution of 7 km and a
temporal resolution of 3 h. The daily Mediterranean Fore-
casting System (MFS) fields [Oddo et al., 2009] were used as
initial and boundary conditions. The COAWST simulation
was initialized from this spin-up simulation at 0000 UTC
03 May 2010.
[22] Advection for momentum is integrated using a third
order upstream scheme [Shchepetkin andMcWilliams, 1998],
while advection for tracers is integrated using a MPDATA
family scheme [Margolin and Smolarkiewicz, 1998]. The
pressure gradient term is solved by a density Jacobian with
cubic polynomial fits [Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2003].
Parameterization of the ocean vertical mixing follows the
generic length scale approach [Umlauf and Burchard, 2003],
with “gen” closure coded in ROMS as described by Warner
et al. [2005]. Open boundary conditions are applied to tra-
cers and baroclinic velocity using a combination of Orlanski-
type radiation conditions and nudging [Marchesiello et al.,
2001] to MFS daily fields. The free surface and depth-
integrated velocity boundary conditions are applied at the
open boundary following Flather [1976] also come from
MFS fields. The bottom stress is estimated by a quadratic
bottom friction.
3.3. Wave Model
[23] The wave model employed is the Simulating WAves
Nearshore (SWAN) Booij et al. [1999]. It was set-up on the
same domain as ROMS (Figure 5b) and previously spin up
starting from 0000 UTC 29 April 2010. It was forced by
Hirlam wind [Unden et al., 2002] provided by AEMET,
which have a spatial resolution of 7 km and a temporal
resolution of 3 h. The model was run in third-generation
mode, with exponential wind growth following Snyder et al.
[1981], modified by Komen et al. [1984] with white-capping
formulation parameters following Rogers et al. [2003],
quadruplet wave-wave interactions solved using the Discrete
Interaction Approximation [Hasselmann et al., 1985] and
Madsen et al. [1988] bottom friction. Waves on the bound-
ary conditions are specified with a full two-dimensional
spectra as defined from outputs of the Mediterranean simu-
lations of the wave forecasting system developed by Puertos
del Estado [Gómez Lahoz and Carretero Albiach, 2005].
This global model, based on a configuration of the WAve
prediction Model (WAM) model (the WAMDI group 1988),
has a spatial resolution of 5′ and a temporal resolution of 1 h.
This system is driven by the Hirlam wind fields supplied by
AEMET [Unden et al., 2002]. The verification of the Puertos
del Estado forecast system compares the model output with
buoy data and shows a good agreement for theMediterranean
Sea with correlations of 0.8, scatter index of 0.3 and mean
bias lower than 0.2 m [Gómez Lahoz and Carretero Albiach,
2005] (also the Wave Forecast Verification Project at http://
www.jcomm.info).
Figure 5. Domains configuration and topography of the region. (a) The WRF1 (27 km) and WRF2
(9 km) domains. (b) The COAWST configuration: the black and red boxes represent the WRF3 (4.5 km)
and ROMS-SWAN domains configuration respectively (see text). Pink box represents the GoL box used
in Figures 12 and 15 (2E–5E–41.5N–44N).
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3.4. Model Coupler
[24] The COAWST modeling system was designed to run
as a single executable with each model component running
on its own set of processors. At a user defined synchroni-
zation interval, the MCT [Larson et al., 2005; Warner et al.,
2008a] protocols are utilized to provide efficient exchange
of data fields between the various model components. If the
models are on different grids, then SCRIP provides pre-
computed regridding weights used by MCT. We currently
use a first order flux-conservative remapping scheme in the
data exchange.
3.5. Heat and Momentum Flux Parameterizations
[25] The main differences among the numerical experi-
ments carried out (listed and detailed in the next sub-section)
are explained in terms of parameterizations of air-sea inter-
actions and the inclusion or non inclusion of the feedback
between models. Wave-current interactions (e.g., the vortex-
force term as in Olabarrieta et al. [2011], the injection of
turbulent kinetic energy from breaking waves as in Carniel
et al. [2009], the nonlinear wave-current bottom boundary
layer as in Warner et al. [2008b], the impact of surface
currents on waves) may have a non-neglible impact on the
ocean vertical mixing, mixed layer depth, currents and sig-
nificant wave height [e.g., Qiao et al., 2006; Babanin,
2011]. The inclusion of these feedbacks requires further
testing of the coupled system and additional suitable obser-
vations data set and thus are not considered in this study but
left to complementary research efforts.
3.5.1. Parameterization in the Atmospheric Component
(WRF)
[26] For the numerical simulations the WRF model was
configured to compute turbulent fluxes using the MYJSFC
scheme [Janjic, 2002]. The SST used to compute the sta-
bility of the surface layer can be from either the FNL global
analyses or from the ROMS ocean model, depending on the
selected coupling methodology. When WRF is coupled two-
way with the wave model SWAN, the aerodynamic rough-
ness length used in the computation of turbulent fluxes in
WRF is considered a function of the wave age following
Drennan et al. [2005], i.e., function of the sea-state
conditions.
3.5.2. Parameterization in the Ocean Component
(ROMS)
[27] Air-sea interactions in ROMS are computed using
two different approaches. In one case, ROMS receives the
surface atmospheric fields (T2m, 10 m wind, MSLP, 2 m
relative humidity) from WRF and computes turbulent fluxes
using its own SST and the COARE 3.0 algorithm [Fairall
et al., 2003]. This option is hereinafter referred to as BULK_
FLUX. As a second option, ROMS receives heat fluxes and
momentum flux computed by WRF (hereinafter referred as
ATM_FLUX). The first approach does not guarantee con-
sistent momentum and heat flux exchanges between the
atmosphere and the ocean, because each model computes
turbulent flux values using different parameterizations. The
second approach assures flux consistency.
3.6. Description of the Experiments
[28] As illustrated on Figure 6 a set of four experiments
was carried out to assess the atmosphere-ocean-wave models
coupling impact in simulating the selected storm event. All
the experiments started from a previous common restart
(see sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) at 0000 UTC 03May 2010 and
were integrated for 4 days.
[29] EXP1: This is a one-way coupling experiment.
ROMS is forced by the surface atmospheric fields received
from WRF and uses the BULK_FLUX parameterization.
SWAN is forced by the WRF 10 m wind fields. WRF used
FNL SST analysis in the initialization and then the SST is
kept constant throughout the forecast. ROMS and SWAN
receive WRF fields every 10 min (Figure 6a).
[30] EXP2: similar to EXP1 but the ATM_FLUX param-
eterization is used in ROMS, i.e., turbulent fluxes used as
ROMS surface boundary conditions are computed by WRF
(Figure 6b).
[31] Either EXP1 or EXP2 would be the somewhat stan-
dard operational way to run each model considered here.
Figure 6. Scheme of the COAWST experiments. The arrows represent the coupling way with the name
of the exchanged variables. BULK FLUX and ATM_FLUX are the flux parameterization defined in
section 3.4. Following the considered coupling, the 10 m zonal and meridional wind speed (Uwind and
Vwind), sea surface temperature (SST), significant wave height (Hsig), peak wavelength (Lwave) and
wave peak period (Tp) are exchanged.
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[32] EXP3: Atmosphere-Ocean two-way coupling experi-
ment. Similar to EXP2 but WRF here receives and updates
the SST every 10 min from ROMS (Figure 6c).
[33] EXP4: Atmosphere-Ocean and Atmosphere-Wave
two-way coupled experiments. Similar to EXP3, except that
WRF uses SWAN wave data to estimate the aerodynamic
roughness (Figure 6d).
[34] ROMS and SWAN are not directly coupled in any of
the experiments.
4. Model Results
[35] This section aims to evaluate the simulations and to
complete the description of the storm and its associated
oceanic response. The EXP1 is used as a benchmark since it
represents a classic one-way experiment. The main findings
of this section are twofold: (1) although the control run is
able to reproduce reasonably the studied storm, it neverthe-
less overestimates the wind speed as well as the significant
wave height and (2) the oceanic response is mainly driven by
ocean vertical mixing and turbulent heat fluxes.
4.1. The Simulated Storm by EXP1
[36] In this subsection, EXP1 is evaluated with respect to
the observations and allows completing the storm descrip-
tion and the oceanic associated response provided in section 2.
Despite some biases in terms of wind speed intensity and
storm location, inducing an overestimation of Hsig and
likely a too strong deepening of mixed layer, EXP1 is able to
reproduce the main features of the storm event.
[37] Figure 7 shows the simulated storm track and its
intensity as detected by the TRACK algorithm detection
software [Hodges, 1994]. Consistent with the observations
(see Figure 2), EXP1 simulated the development of a cyclo-
genesis around 1800 UTC 03 May 2010 that traveled from
the Balearic Sea to the GoL. The low pressure intensifies
down to 991 hPa (Figure 7b) while moving to the north-
northwest between 0000 UTC and 1800 UTC 04 May 2010
and reaches the French coast around 1800 UTC 4 May 2010.
Then, it veers southeast while decreasing its intensity and
collapses at around 1200 UTC–1800 UTC 05 May 2010
(Figure 7a). Simulated MSLP time series have been com-
pared on Figure 8a with available observations (see also
Table 1). Although EXP1 simulates relatively well the MSLP
drop monitored by the CB and GL buoys, it presents a mean
bias of roughly 1 hPa and did not capture well the MSLP
rebound (Figure 8a).
[38] As illustrated in Figure 8b at Cabo Begur, the asso-
ciated wind regime at 10 m over the GoL described in
section 2 is relatively well reproduced by EXP1. In partic-
ular, the intensification of the Tramontane wind, as moni-
tored by CB buoy, is reproduced by EXP1 but with an
overestimation of the wind speed of 5 m.s1 during the peak
of the storm (Figure 8b and Table 2, similar results are
obtained at the GL buoy) and a mean positive bias of 4 m.s1
in CB, 3 m.s1 at Tarragona and 1.8 m.s1 at GL buoy. This
is confirmed by comparing ASCAT satellite measurement to
the EXP1 atmospheric simulation co-located spatially and
temporally (Figures 9a and 4a). EXP1 shows some slight
inaccuracies in terms of geographical distribution (Gulf of
Lion and Ebro area) and overestimates the strength. Finally,
the atmospheric model reproduced the advection of cold
continental air with decrease of 2 m air temperature by 3C
but shows a mean bias of 1C and a maximum bias of
3C (Table 3 and Figure 8c).
[39] EXP1 simulates relatively well the observed cooling
of the SST and its temporal evolution (Figure 10a), as indi-
cated also by the small Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
and high correlation (Table 4). Mean biases, rather small,
are eventually positive, which should mean that modeled
SST is, on the average, warmer during the event and this
suggests that the storm-induced cooling observed at the
buoys is underestimated by the experiment. Figure 11 illus-
trates the SST cooling as simulated by EXP1 by displaying
corresponding snapshots of the simulated SST. At 0000 UTC
03 May 2010 (not shown), the GoL was characterized by a
Figure 7. (a) Sensitivity of the storm track to the coupling. The black line with the colors represents the
EXP1/EXP2 track and the associated time. The red and cyan lines represent the EXP3 and EXP4 respec-
tively. The green diamond indicates the starting point of the low pressure. (b) Mean sea level pressure
intensity along the track. The black, red and cyan lines represent the EXP1/EXP2, EXP3 and EXP4
respectively.
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SST around 15C. As described in section 2, between
1800 UTC 03 May 2010 and 1800 UTC 04 May 2010, the
simulated SST over the GoL decreased abruptly from
15.5C to 14C and to 13C close to the GoL west coast
(Figures 10a and 11). Between 0600 UTC 04 May 2010 and
0600 UTC 05 May 2010, the simulated SST decreased by
1C in the BS. Note, at the end of the storm, EXP1 is biased
warm with respect to the GL buoy (0.2, Figure 10a),
which means the simulation likely underestimated by
0.4C the storm induced SST cooling over the GoL.
However, at Dragonera, as illustrated by the Table 4, EXP1
shows a mean cold bias with respect to the observations,
which means that EXP1 simulates here an excessive cooling.
[40] The EXP1 ocean model component allows charac-
terizing the oceanic dynamical response to the storm. At the
beginning of the simulation and until 1800 UTC 03 May
2010, the Northern Current is flowing southwestward along
the continental slope with an intensity of 0.7 m.s1 at the
surface near Cabo Begur (Figure 11a). Then until 1800 UTC
04 May 2010 (Figures 11b and 11c), the Mistral triggered
an intensification of the Northern Current which peaks to
1.2 m.s1 alongshore near Cabo Begur and becomes broader.
At the end of the storm, its speed relaxes down to the pre-
storm value of 0.7 m.s1 (not shown). The intensification of
the wind drives a deepening of the Mixed Layer Depth
(MLD). From less than 40 m, simulated Mixed Layer (ML)
deepens down to 120 m (Figure 11) over the Tramontane
wind intensification zone. Unfortunaly, during this event,
there is no MLD in situ data available. Last, the overesti-
mation of the 10 m wind speed in EXP1 leads to an overes-
timation Hsig by 2 m and of Tp by 2 s at GL buoy during the
storm peak (Figures 10b and 10c). However, as specified in
section 2.1, one can note that the measured wave period at
GL is the T1/3 and not the Tp, it might partly explain the
differences between model and observations.
4.2. Cooling Processes
[41] We now investigate the mechanisms by which the
storm impacted the ocean and led to the localized cooling of
SST described previously. To this end, an offline mixed
layer heat budget (see section A1) was considered over the
storm time window. This heat budget analysis shows that
the ocean vertical mixing and the turbulent heat fluxes are
the main factors responsible for the cooling.
[42] The total heat loss estimated by EXP1, averaged over
the GoL box (see Figure 5b), is 1211 W/m2 with maxi-
mum heat loss of about 4500 W/m2 near the Spanish coast
(Figures 12a and 12d). The region of maximum cooling is
Figure 8. (a) Mean sea level pressure at Cabo Begur. The
green, black, gray and red lines represent the observations,
EXP1/EXP2, EXP3 and EXP4 respectively. (b) Same as
Figure 8a but for the 10 m wind speed. (c) Same as Figure 8a
but for the 2 m air temperature.
Table 1. Statistics BetweenModel and Available In Situ Observations
of MSLP From 03 May 2010 to 07 May 2010a
MSLP
Cabo Begur
(97 Observations)
Mahon
(97 Observations)
Gulf of Lion
(75 Observations)
MB RMSE R MB RMSE R MB RMSE R
Exp1/Exp2 1.60 2.92 0.84 1.03 2.36 0.87 0.89 3.84 0.68
Exp3 1.09 2.26 0.89 0.76 2.07 0.90 0.46 3.60 0.69
Exp4 0.97 2.17 0.89 0.67 2.15 0.89 0.34 3.49 0.70
aMB is the Mean Bias, RMSE the Root Mean Square Error and R the
correlation.
Table 2. Statistics BetweenModel and Available In Situ Observations
of 10 m Wind Speed From 03 May 2010 to 07 May 2010a
Wind
Cabo Begur
(97 Observations)
Tarragona
(97 Observations)
Gulf of Lion
(97 Observations)
MB RMSE R MB RMSE R MB RMSE R
Exp1/Exp2 4.01 5.98 0.75 3.08 4.39 0.49 1.80 3.71 0.77
Exp3 1.82 4.83 0.78 2.80 4.32 0.48 1.12 4.15 0.70
Exp4 0.53 3.79 0.79 1.84 3.35 0.51 0.82 3.71 0.65
aMB is the Mean Bias, RMSE the Root Mean Square Error and R the
correlation.
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underneath local maxima of Tramontane wind during the
storm. Results indicate first that, although the Northern
Current increased during the storm and ML deepened, lateral
advection and ML entrainment are marginal contributors to
the temperature changes as they represent respectively only
100 W/m2 and 80 W/m2 (8% and 6.7% of the cooling,
Figure 12d). Overcast conditions during the storm led to
limited heating by the shortwave radiation by 77 W/m2
(6%, Figure 12d) as well as limited the heat loss by the
longwave radiation (27 W/m2, 2% of the cooling over the
GoL, Figure 12d).
[43] On the other hand, heat loss by latent and sensible
heat fluxes was significant during the storm (respectively
173 W/m2 and 90 W/m2, see Figures 12b and 12d)
accounting for roughly a quarter of the total heat loss in the
ML (15% and 7.5% of the cooling) over the GoL box with
peaks of total 700 W/m2 (500 W/m2 and 200 W/m2
respectivelly) over the area of maximum cooling. Surface
cooling by heat fluxes and evaporation during the storm
increased the density of surface waters, leading to unstable
conditions that in turn enhanced ocean vertical mixing. As
shown in Figure 12d, the ocean vertical mixing term is the
main contributor to the simulated cooling. It represents a
cooling of 820 W/m2 (68%) over the GoL with a peak of
3500 W/m2 (77% of the cooling) in the area of direct
influence of the Tramontane wind. Along the storm track
(Figure 12c), the cooling is dominated by the ocean vertical
mixing term (up to 2500 W/m2, 85% of the cooling,
Figure 12), with heat fluxes not intense as in the GoL box
(Figure 12b). In fact, as illustrated on Figure 12c, the
divergence term (mostly ocean vertical mixing, not shown)
is clearly marked by the storm track. According to model
results, local air-sea interactions (wind stirring and heat
fluxes) were the causes of the abrupt cooling.
5. Sensitivity of the Results
[44] In this section, the focus is on the sensitivity of the
results to the different way of coupling. The main findings
show that:
[45] 1. The flux parameterizations that are based on a
constant Charnock parameter (ATM_FLUX) provide lower
momemtum flux and therefore, impact the ocean mixed
layer deepening as well as the SST cooling.
[46] 2. Amosphere-ocean coupling weakens locally the
10 m wind speed and change T2m, improving the simula-
tion. The oceanic response is characterized by lower ocean
vertical mixing and turbulent heat fluxes and then lower SST
cooling. Nevertheless, 10 m wind speed and Hsig are still
overestimated.
[47] 3. When coupling atmosphere to wave, the sea-state
induced roughness changes the estimation of the drag coef-
ficient and increases momentum flux. That changes the
oceanic response by increasing ocean vertical mixing and
then inducing a higher SST cooling that in turn, combined
with the induced surface roughness, weakens the 10 m wind
speed and then Hsig, reducing biases. This fully coupled
simulation provides the best picture of the event.
5.1. Heat and Momentum Fluxes Parameterization:
EXP1 Versus EXP2
[48] In this subsection, by comparing EXP1 to EXP2, as
shown in former studies [e.g., Janssen, 2004], it is found that
the flux parameterization based on a constant Charnock
parameter (ATM_FLUX) provides lower momemtum flux.
Hence, since this last plays an important role in determining
ocean vertical mixing, this last is reduced by twice. These
differences impact the ML deepening as well as the SST
cooling.
5.1.1. Impact on the Momentum Flux
[49] In order to illustrate the difference between EXP1 and
EXP2, Figure 13 displays the time series of the 10 m wind
Figure 9. Wind snapshot, interpolated at 0842 UTC 04 May 2010 as simulated by (a) EXP1/EXP2,
(b) EXP3 and (c) EXP4. The color fields represent the wind speed intensity (m.s1) and the arrows the
wind speed direction.
Table 3. Statistics BetweenModel and Available In Situ Observations
of T2m From 03 May 2010 to 07 May 2010a
T2m
Cabo Begur
(97 Observations)
Mahon
(97 Observations)
Gulf of Lion
(97 Observations)
MB RMSE R MB RMSE R MB RMSE R
Exp1/Exp2 1.00 1.46 0.66 0.74 1.33 0.86 1.33 1.74 0.76
Exp3 0.14 0.93 0.76 0.19 0.94 0.90 0.45 1.17 0.78
Exp4 0.12 0.80 0.84 0.21 0.83 0.93 0.47 1.13 0.82
aMB is the Mean Bias, RMSE the Root Mean Square Error and R the
correlation.
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speed and the momentum flux at the CB location as esti-
mated by the different experiments. Although EXP2 and
EXP1 have identical solutions for the atmospheric compo-
nent as WRF is run uncoupled, during the storm peak EXP1
momentum flux estimated in ROMS using BULK_FLUX is
more than twice the momentum flux estimated using
ATM_FLUX in EXP2 (3.2 N/m2 versus 1.3 N/m2). EXP1
SST is generally colder (see Figure 14). In the computation
of the momentum flux, this should mean a more stable
surface atmospheric boundary layer and therefore a decrease
of the momentum flux. The fact that the momentum flux
computed by ROMS in EXP1 is instead higher therefore
must be indirectly explained by the different parameteriza-
tions BULK_FLUX and ATM_FLUX used to compute the
drag coefficient.
[50] As shown in Janssen [2004] and by recent field
campaigns speeds [e.g., Edson, 2008; Yelland et al., 1998]
the Charnok parameter is sea-state dependent and increases
with wind speed beyond 10 m.s1, so that a parameterization
based on a constant Charnock [1955] or Large and Pond
[1981] underestimates the drag on surface winds [Fairall
et al., 2003; Janssen, 2004]. In EXP2, ATM_FLUX is
based on a constant Charnock coefficient parameterization
(Charnock parameter a = 0.018); then, during the storm
peak (wind up to 30 m.s1 in EXP1/EXP2), momentum flux
is likely underestimated. In EXP1, BULK_FLUX is based
on the Fairall et al. [2003] parameterization where the
original value of the Charnock parameter has been replaced
by one that increases with wind speeds up to 20 m.s1. It
should be noted that the validity of Fairall et al. [2003] is
also questionable at wind speed well above 20 m.s1, and
the extension of routinely used parameterizations to high
wind speed regimes in the model is foreseen but still in
progress.
5.1.2. Impact on the Oceanic Response
[51] The momentum flux plays an important role in
determining ocean vertical mixing and turbulent heat fluxes,
which in turn control the storm induced cooling of the SST
(section 4.2). Thus, any changes in momentum flux can
potentially impact the ocean response to the storm. To illus-
trate this, Figures 15a and 15b depict the mean differences
between EXP2 and EXP1 during the storm (averaged on the
04 May 2010) in terms of net heat fluxes and divergence
(mainly driven by ocean vertical mixing, see section 4.2).
Figure 15g provides the average over the GoL Box of each
term of the heat balance for each experiment. Main differ-
ences in terms of heat fluxes occur over the area where Tra-
montane is stronger. Heat loss by latent and sensible heat
fluxes over the GoL box are respectively 173 W/m2 and
90 W/m2 in EXP1 and 285 W/m2 and 145 W/m2 in
EXP2 (differences 40% in both latent and sensible),
and differences in net heat fluxes can reach locally up to
500 W/m2 (50%, Figure 15a). Large ROMS momentum flux
in EXP1 induces a stronger ocean vertical mixing over the
GoL and overall along the storm track (Figures 15b and 15g)
with respect to EXP2. Indeed, cooling differences by ocean
Figure 10. (a) Sea surface temperature at GoL buo. The
green, black, blue, gray and red lines represent the observa-
tions, EXP1, EXP2, EXP3 and EXP4 respectively. (b) Sig-
nificant wave height at GoL buoy, the green, black, gray
and red lines represent the observations, EXP1/EXP2,
EXP3 and EXP4 respectively. (c) Same as Figure 10b but
for the wave peak period.
Table 4. Statistics BetweenModel and Available In Situ Observations
of SST From 03 May 2010 to 07 May 2010a
SST
Gulf of Lion
(97 Observations)
Tarragona
(97 Observations)
Dragonera
(97 Observations)
MB RMSE R MB RMSE R MB RMSE R
Exp1 0.07 0.33 0.96 0.14 0.35 0.88 0.38 0.45 0.95
Exp1 WRF 1.68 1.89 0 1.50 1.64 0 0.56 0.98 0
Exp2 0.01 0.29 0.98 0.35 0.51 0.83 0.06 0.27 0.95
Exp3 0.10 0.36 0.97 0.47 0.59 0.85 0.12 0.27 0.96
Exp4 0.07 0.31 0.98 0.30 0.43 0.89 0.26 0.36 0.95
aMB is the Mean Bias, RMSE the Root Mean Square Error and R the
correlation.
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vertical mixing can reach up to 1500 W/m2 (150% with
respect to EXP2) along the storm track. Over the GoL Box,
it induces a heat loss of 815 W/m2 in EXP1 compared to
440 W/m2 in EXP2 (85% with respect to EXP2). Longwave
radiation flux as well as the later advection is not signifi-
cantly impacted and remains a marginal contributor of the
cooling. The region of maximum cooling, as in EXP1, is
underneath local maxima of Tramontane wind and the storm
induced cooling is driven by a combination of turbulent heat
fluxes and ocean vertical mixing over the GoL and mainly
ocean vertical mixing along the storm track.
[52] As a results, the parameterization BULK_FLUX
(EXP1) induces generally a colder SST (0.5C, Figure 14a)
overall over the domain with respect to ATM_FLUX in
EXP2. The major differences occur along the storm track,
close to the Balearics Islands where SST differences, due to
different ocean vertical mixing, can reach up to 1C. Never-
theless, this impact is not visible on the SST moorings. At the
GL buoy, the increased ocean vertical mixing is compensated
by the decreased heat fluxes. The others buoys are not located
where the differences are significant. Finally, since the
magnitude of wind stress controls the MLD through ocean
vertical mixing, not surprisingly, EXP2 simulates a shallower
ML than EXP1 by several meters (10 m) overall over the
domain and, near Cabo Begur, by 40 m. at the end of the
storm (i.e., MLD up 80 m. depth, Figure 14b). The intensi-
fication of the North Current is slightly reduced by 0.2 m.s1
in EXP2 and peaks to 1 m.s1 alongshore near Cabo Begur.
[53] Uncoupled simulations may result in biases in the
estimation of wind stress and turbulent heat fluxes, as some
errors may arise from missing feedbacks between the ocean
and the atmosphere. When simulating cold outbreaks, the
constant SST used in the atmospheric model is eventually an
unchanging reservoir of heat (fuel for the storm). In addition,
as highlighted in section 4, the wind speed in EXP1/EXP2 is
overestimated with respect to the observations. Such over-
estimation leads potentially to an overestimation of the
ocean vertical mixing and a ML deepening in the ocean
model.
5.2. Atmosphere-Ocean Coupling: EXP3 Versus EXP2
[54] We now investigate the SST feedbacks impact on the
results. To this end, EXP3 is compared to EXP2 and not to
EXP1 since EXP2 has the same fluxes parameterization than
EXP3. To summarize, when coupling atmosphere to ocean,
WRF is forced by a colder SST that stabilizes the atmo-
spheric marine boundary layer and then weakens the 10 m
wind speed improving its representation as well as the T2m
one. It also changes slightly the storm track and intensity.
The oceanic response is then characterized by lower ocean
vertical mixing and turbulent heat fluxes and then lower SST
cooling. Nevertheless, 10 m wind speed intensity and Hsig
are still overestimated.
5.2.1. Impact on the Atmospheric Fields
[55] An indication of the effect of the SST feedback on the
atmospheric circulation is derived from the storm track and
the associated time series of the MSLP minima, shown in
Figures 7 and 16a. The atmosphere-ocean coupling plays a
role in modulating both storm track trajectory and intensity.
Until 1200 UTC 04 May 2010, the simulated track in EXP3,
follows closely the EXP2 simulated track. Then, the colder
SST in EXP3 (WRF SST in EXP2 is constant) leads to
Figure 11. Oceanic snapshots every 12 h from the 1800UTC
03 May 2010 as simulated by EXP1. The color fields repre-
sent the sea surface temperature (C), the arrows the surface
current direction and intensity (m.s1) and the white contour
the mixed layer depth (in meters, one contour each 40 m).
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storm track displacement differences with respect to EXP2
between 20 km and 50 km. EXP1 and EXP2 atmospheric
simulations do not have a SST update; they are forced by
a constant SST that corresponds to the one at 0000 UTC
03 May 2010. Therefore, since the SST that forced WRF in
EXP1/EXP2 does not represent the storm induced cooling,
the storm simulation by WRF is driven by a too warm SST.
In EXP3, when allowing SST feedback, the SST along the
storm track that forced WRF becomes colder (Figure 16b).
The associated T2m is adjusted, becoming also colder with
respect to EXP2 T2m (Figure 16c). Along the storm track,
the air–sea temperature gradient (DT), (Figure 16d) at
0600 UTC 04 May 2010 is more intense in EXP3 (colder
T2m but colder SST in EXP3 than EXP1/EXP2, Figure 16d).
Figure 12. Mean of the mixed layer depth integrated heat budget of the 04 May 2010: (a) Mean storage,
(b) mean net air–sea flux (Qnet) and (c) mean divergence (Div). Positive values cause warming.
(d) Contributions of each tendency of the heat budget (see Appendix A) over the GoL box (see Figure 5b
and Appendix A): Ocean Vertical mixing (Vmix), horizontal and vertical advection (ADV), mixed layer
entrainment (MLe), latent heat flux (LAT), sensible heat flux (SEN), longwave radiation (LWRAD) and
shortwave radiation (SWRAD) heat. Positive values indicate warming.
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This induced a slightly deeper storm (Figure 16a) in the
initial stage but a faster relaxation to higher values of MSLP
in the final stage.
[56] SST feedback to atmosphere leads to two main
impacts on the wind field. First, the shift of storm core
position described above leads to a similar translation of the
maximum wind speed. As a result, wind speed differences at
the end of storm (Figure 17a) can locally reach +/8 m.s1.
Second, in EXP3, the advection of relatively warm boundary
layer air over colder SST than in EXP1/EXP2 stabilizes the
atmospheric marine boundary layer and decouples the sur-
face winds from the winds aloft, decreasing the surface
winds. As a result, 10 m wind speed can locally be reduced
by 2 m.s1 (not shown). Nevertheless, the Tramontane wind
intensification over the GoL (up to 30 m.s1) is similar
between both simulations and is still overestimated in EXP3
with respect to ASCAT and buoys measurments (Figures 4a,
8a, and 9). Finally, at the end of the storm, EXP1/EXP2, due
to a too warm constant WRF SST, simulates a persistent
sustained Tramontane wind (up to 17 m.s1). In EXP3, the
colder SST, stabilizing the atmospheric marine boundary
layer, reduces this persistent Tramontane by 4 m.s1.
[57] T2m sensitivity to the air-sea coupling is illustrated on
Figure 17b by plotting the snapshots of T2m differences
between EXP3 and EXP1/EXP2. At 1200 UTC 04 May
2010, due to a colder SST in EXP3, T2m differences between
EXP3 and EXP1/EXP2 reach up to 1C over the Tramontane
wind intensification zone. At 1200 UTC 05May 2010, again,
due to the WRF constant SST, T2m differences increase up
to 2C over the GoL and the BS (Figure 8b).
[58] The effect of the SST feedback is weakly represented
in the MSLP scores (Table 1). There is, however, a 0.5 hPa
improvement in the mean bias going from EXP1/EXP2 to
EXP3. Looking at the 10 m wind speed (Table 2), it shows
generally as large increase in accuracy from EXP3 as EXP1/
EXP2. In particular, in CB (Figure 8b), although the wind
is still overestimated during the storm peak by 5 m.s1,
the mean bias between observations in reduced more than
2 m.s1. Table 3 shows a significant increase of accuracy
from EXP1/EXP2 to EXP3. In particular, at CB buoy, during
the storm peak, T2m bias with respect to the observations
is reduced by 0.8C.
5.2.2. Impact on the Oceanic Response
[59] EXP3 overcomes the issue raised in section 5.1 (i.e.,
lack of feedbacks) since atmospheric fields are now coherent
with the oceanic fields. As a result, the EXP3 colder SST
stabilizes the atmosphere and then weakens momentum flux
slightly (by 5%, Figure 13). In particular, over the GoL
box, heat loss by ocean vertical mixing and by heat fluxes
decreases from 440 W/m2 to 391 W/m2 (11%) and from
430 W/m2 to 320 W/m2 (25%) respectively (Figures 15c and
15g). Along the storm track, the SST feedback decreases
slightly (<5%) the heat loss by ocean vertical mixing
(Figure 15d). Lateral advection and ML entrainment also
show a slight sensitivity to the SST feedbacks (10–15%)
Figure 13. Wind speed (dashed lines) versus wind stress
(solid lines) at CB. The black, gray and red dashed lines rep-
resent the 10 m wind speed as simulated at CB by EXP1/
EXP2, EXP3 and EXP4 respectively. The black, blue, gray
and red solid lines represent the wind stress at CB as simu-
lated by EXP1, EXP2, EXP3, and EXP4 respectively.
Figure 14. Sea surace temperateure (SST) and mixed layer depth (MLD) sensitivity to the flux parame-
terization. The color fields represent the differences between EXP2 and EXP1 in terms of (a) SST in
degrees C and (b) MLD in meters at 1200 UTC 04 May 2010.
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Figure 15. Sensitivity of the mixed layer depth integrated heat budget of the 04 May 2010. Mean net
air–sea fluxes (Qnet) and mean divergence (DIV) differences between (a and b) EXP2 and EXP1 (c and d)
EXP3 and EXP2 and (e and f) EXP4 and EXP3. For instance, when comparing EXP2 to EXP1, positive
values mean EXP1 induces more cooling than EXP2. (g) Contributions of each tendency of the heat bud-
get for each experiment averaged over the GoL box (see Figure 5b and Appendix A): Ocean Vertical mix-
ing (Vmix), horizontal and vertical advection (ADV), Mixed Layer Entrainment (MLe), latent heat flux
(LAT), sensible heat flux (SEN), Longwave radiation (LWRAD) and Shortwave Radiation (SWRAD)
heat. Positive values indicate warming.
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whereas longwave and shortwave radiation are not clearly
impacted. Note however that these terms do not play a pri-
mary role in explaining the cooling of the SST.
[60] As a consequence, at 1200 UTC 04 May 2010
(Figure 18a), the cooling induced by the storm in EXP3 is
reduced up to 0.3C over the GoL and BS with respect to the
one simulated by EXP2 oceanic simulation. At this stage, the
wavefield is slightly marked by the storm track position
change, with differences between EXP3 and EXP2 reaching
locally up to 1.5 m. (Figure 18b) as a consequence of the
reduced or shifted wind speed. After 60 h of integration, at
1200 UTC 05 May 2010, SST from EXP3 is still warmer
than ROMS EXP2 SST (up to 0.5C) over the GoL and the
BS and is similar over the rest of the domain (not shown).
Finally, air-sea coupling has a slight impact on the MLD.
The local induced weakening of the wind leads at the end of
the storm (1200 UTC 05 May 2010, not shown) to a reduced
deepening of the ML by 10 m overall the domain;
Figure 16. Storm alongtrack parameters. Black, gray and red lines represent respectively EXP1/EXP2,
EXP3 and EXP4 and gray filled highlight the storm peak. (a) Mean sea level pressure (MSLP), (b) sea
surface temperature (SST) seen by WRF, (c) 2 m air temperature (T2m) and (d) difference between
T2m and SST seen by WRF.
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however, at Cabo Begur, since the wind is similar in EXP3
and EXP2, the deepening of the ML is not significantly
impacted.
[61] Reduced errors on the wind field (Table 2) have
eventual consequences on the wavefield. Table 5 shows the
scores for the Hsig at CB, Mahon and GL buoys. Accord-
ingly, scores are better in EXP3, with substantial reduction
of the mean bias, RMSE and scatter index (the ratio of
RMSE over the mean of the observations [e.g., Ardhuin
et al., 2007]). However, the maximum Hsig and Tp during
the storm peak are still overestimated in EXP3 by 2.5 m and
2 s respectively (see Figures 10b and 10c). Impact on the
realism of the SST field is more difficult to interpret. At GL
buoy, the increased ocean vertical mixing is compensated by
the decreased heat fluxes, in which case there is no signifi-
cant difference (Figure 10a and Table 4). On the other hand,
at Dragonera, the overestimated cooling is reduced while the
opposite effect is observed at Tarragona buoy where the SST
realism is degraded (Table 4).
5.3. Atmosphere-Wave Coupling: EXP4 Versus EXP3
[62] In this section, the impact of the wave feedback to
the atmosphere on the simulation is assessed comparing
EXP4 to EXP3. The main findings show that there are two
main competing processes driving the response of models to
the wave feedback. On one hand, the sea-state induced
roughness changes the estimation of the drag coefficient and
increases the momentum flux. This decelerates the 10 m
wind speed and, at the same time, induces more ocean ver-
tical mixing and turbulent heat fluxes and therefore a more
intense cooling of SST. A colder SST then stabilizes the
atmospheric marine boundary layer and eventually gives a
weaker 10 m wind speed by decoupling the surface winds
from the winds aloft. On the other hand, the overall weak-
ening of the wind speed has a negative feedback on the
momentum flux estimation. This in fact decreases Hsig and
then the roughness and the wind stress. The cooling of SST
Figure 17. The 10 m wind speed (U10) and 2 m air temperature (T2m) sensitivity to the air-sea coupling
at 1200 UTC 05 May 2010. (a) U10 differences between EXP3 and EXP2. (b) T2m differences between
EXP3 and EXP2.
Figure 18. (a) Sea surface temperature (SST) and (b) significant wave height (Hsig) sensitivity to the
air-sea coupling at at 1200 UTC 04 May 2010.
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is then reduced. EXP4 provides the best picture of the
studied event.
5.3.1. Impact on the Oceanic Response
[63] As illustrated in Figure 13 at Cabo Begur, due to the
presence of young sea-states, the momentum flux in EXP4
is amplified during the storm peak from 1.3 N/m2 to
2 N/m2. Therefore, over the GoL box, wave feedback
to atmosphere increases the ocean vertical mixing from
391 W/m2 to 494 W/m2 (25%, Figure 15g). Along the
storm track, ocean vertical mixing is increased by 10%
(Figure 15f). Heat loss through heat fluxes in EXP4 is also
increased over the GoL box by 136 W/m2 and 27 W/m2 for
latent and sensible heat fluxes respectively, and is now
similar to heat loss in EXP2 (Figures 15e and 15g). As a
result, at 1200 UTC 04 May 2010, after 36 h of integration
(Figure 19a), over the GoL and BS, EXP4 SST is colder
(0.5C, up to one degree along the storm track) than EXP3.
Additionally, EXP4 presents a deeper ML over the whole
domain than EXP3 by 10 m at the end of the storm. In
particular, the MLD near Cabo Begur reaches up 90 m. (not
shown). Surface currents do not present significant changes
from EXP3 to EXP4.
5.3.2. Impact on the Atmosphere and Wavefields
[64] The wave feedback to the atmopshere increases the
ocean-atmosphere interactions. Indeed, the differences of
SST and wave roughness have, as expected, a direct impact
on the wind field. Figure 19b provides comparisons between
the 10 m wind speed as simulated by EXP3 and EXP4 at
1200 UTC 04 May 2010. During the peak of the event,
Tramontane wind advects relatively warm boundary layer
air over colder SST than in EXP3. It stabilizes the atmo-
spheric marine boundary layer and decouples the surface
winds from the winds aloft. The sea induced roughness also
produced a low level convergence that may lead the low
pressure system to gradually fill, weakening the horizontal
pressure gradient and then the surface wind. Finally, the
surface winds are reduced up to 4–5 m.s1 over the Gol and
along the storm track. This has a negative feedback on Hsig.
Table 5. Statistics BetweenModel and Available In Situ Observations
of Hsig From 03 May 2010 to 07 May 2010a
Hsig
Cabo Begur
(97 Observations)
Mahon
(97 Observations)
Gulf of Lion
(97 Observations)
MB SI R MB SI R MB SI R
Exp1/Exp2 1.52 0.77 0.92 0.81 0.58 0.85 0.65 0.39 0.90
Exp3 1.07 0.56 0.96 0.67 0.47 0.90 0.51 0.35 0.89
Exp4 0.69 0.36 0.96 0.35 0.35 0.81 0.14 0.22 0.88
aMB is the Mean Bias, SI the Scatter Index R the correlation.
Figure 19. (a) Sea surface temperature (SST), (b) 10 m wind speed (U10) and (c) significant wave height
(Hsig) sensitivity to the air-wave coupling at at 1200 UTC 04 May 2010.
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The weakening of the 10 m wind speed induces a weakening
of Hsig from 8 m. to 5 m. (Figures 10b and 19c) and a
shorter Tp from around 11 s to 10 s during the peak of the
event (Figure 10c). However, as specified in section 2.1, one
can note that the measured wave period at GL is the T1/3
and not the Tp, it might partly explain the differences
between model and observations. As a matter of fact, there
are two main processes driving the responses of the models
to the wave feedback, acting in somewhat opposite way. On
one hand, the sea-state induced roughness changes the esti-
mation of the drag coefficient and increases momentum flux.
On the other hand, the overall weakening of the wind speed
and Hsig has a negative feedback on the momentum flux
estimation.
[65] Finally, the additional wave-air feedback has a slight
impact on the storm track that is illustrated in Figure 7a by
displaying the simulated storm tracks from the different
experiments. At the end of storm, it induces displacement dif-
ferences around 20 km as the EXP3 storm track becomes closer
to EXP1/EXP2 storm track. Additionally, wave feedback
induces a weaker air–sea temperature contrast (Figure 16d).
Consequently and consistent with former studies [e.g., Doyle,
2002; Perrie and Zhang, 2001], the storm becomes less
deep (Figure 16a): the minimumMSLP is reduced by 3.5 hPa
with respect to EXP3. The displacement of the storm track
induces again a shift of the wind maximum that is evidenced
in Figure 19b by local wind speed differences between EXP3
and EXP4 reaching up to +8 m.s1 at 1200 UTC 04 May
2010.
5.3.3. Impact on the Realism of the Simulations
[66] In good agreement with former studies [e.g., Janssen,
2004], taking into account wave roughness allows WRF
parameterization to update the roughness length and then to
avoid the constant Charnock parameter parameterization
issue highlighted by Garfinkel et al. [2011]. This is indi-
rectly confirmed by comparing results from EXP4 with the
available observations. As highlighted in Figure 9, by com-
paring ASCAT (see Figure 4a) to the simulations, the wave
feedback is relevant since it reduced the bias in terms of
maximum wind speed from 5 m.s1 to less than 1 m.s1.
Comparison with in situ measurement confirms a clear
improvement of the realism of the simulation in EXP4 from
EXP3 (see Table 2). In particular, CB buoy wind measure-
ment confirms the reduced bias in terms of wind speed from
4 to 5 m.s1 to less than 1 m.s1 (Figure 8b). The repre-
sentation of the MSLP (Table 1 and Figure 8a) is also
improved by reducing the bias between observations and
model, as well as for T2m (Table 3 and Figure 8c). The
improvement in the realism of the atmospheric forcing is
transferred to the simulated wavefield, with increase of
model skills. The mean bias with respect to the observations
is reduced by 0.5 m and scatter index is half with respect to
EXP1. The increase of skills is also evidenced in Figure 10c.
The Hsig and Tp biases during the peak of the event are
also reduced from 3 m. to less than 0.5 m. and from 11 s to
10 s respectively, improving the realism of the simulation.
Although the feedback has a positive impact on the atmo-
spheric simulation and on the wave simulation, the improve-
ment of the oceanic response is more difficult to assess
directly as the available buoys are not located where these
feedbacks have a major impact. In any case, as in previous
studies [e.g., Lionello et al., 2003; Janssen et al., 2004], these
results confirm that wave feedback to the atmosphere is
relevant.
6. Discussion
[67] Discrepancies between observations and simulations
can be due to several factors that are analyzed in this section.
The oceanic initial conditions are biased compared to
observations due to inaccuracies in boundary conditions,
atmospheric forcing, and the eventual lack of coupling dur-
ing the spin-up phase. Any improvement of these conditions
could improve oceanic response realism and, by SST feed-
back, the atmospheric simulation realism. Uncertainties due
to the low temporal and spatial resolution of the atmospheric
initial and boundary conditions can also lead to some biases
both in location and timing of the low pressure. Former
simulations (not shown) forced and initialized by NCEP2
(2.5  2.5) [Kalnay et al., 1996] simulated also a cyclo-
genesis; however, the simulated storm track did not loop
over the GoL. Improving the spatial/temporal resolutions of
the atmospheric initial and boundary conditions could
reduce differences between model and observations.
[68] In this study, by incorporating the wave roughness
into the momentum flux parameterization, results improve.
As in Garfinkel et al. [2011] and Janssen et al. [2002, 2004],
the parameterization based on a constant Charnock coeffi-
cient (like, e.g., ATM_FLUX) likely underestimates the drag
coefficient and then momemtum stress in case of intense
wind speed. To illustrate this, Figure 20 displays the wind
speed – momentum flux diagram over the simulation period
for all the experiments. BULK_FLUX (EXP1) and ATM_
FLUX without wave coupling (EXP2 and EXP3) show large
differences in terms of momentum flux. In particular, for
intense wind speed (e.g., more than 20 m.s1), momentum
flux estimated using BULK_FLUX can be more than twice
Figure 20. The 10 m wind speed versus momentum flux
overall the simulation period for all the experiments and an
additional SST coupled to atmosphere experiment using
the BULK_FLUX parameterization (EXP3b, see discussion
section at line 1052–1067).
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the one estimated using ATM_FLUX in EXP2 or EXP3. It
should be noted that the validity of Fairall et al. [2003] is
also questionable at wind speed well above 20 m.s1. In
EXP4, with the inclusion of the wave feedback to the
atmosphere, the momentum flux is similar to the values
obtained using the BULK_FLUX parameterization [Fairall
et al., 2003]. Since the storm induced cooling is driven
mainly by ocean vertical mixing and turbulent heat fluxes, a
relatively lower friction velocity in EXP3 induces a weak
SST cooling that in turn does not have a significant impact
on the maximum wind speed during the storm. In EXP4,
10 m wind speed is weakened by the combined effect of sea
roughness that induces a low level convergence and an
enhanced momentum flux that increases SST cooling stabi-
lizing the atmospheric marine boundary layer. These feed-
backs reduce the biases with respect to the observations (refer
to Figure 8b). This result confirms the Janssen [2004] study
and also the Fairall et al. [2003] study, which show that
for wind speed greater than about 5 m.s1, surface waves are
a dominant factor in the surface roughness of the ocean.
Additionally, the reduction in surface wind speeds and
consequently in wave height is consistent with previous
atmosphere-wave numerical experiments [e.g., Weber et al.,
1993; Doyle, 1995; Janssen and Viterbo, 1996; Desjardins
et al., 2000; Warner et al., 2010; Olabarrieta et al., 2012].
[69] An additional experiment (EXP3b), which uses the
same coupling way as EXP3, has been carried out using the
BULK_FLUX parameterization. Although this experiment
is not physically correct (it does not allow for conservation
of fluxes between ocean and atmosphere models since
two different parameterizations are used to compute the
exchange at the interface), results from BULK_FLUX were
similar to the EXP4 ATM_FLUX results, i.e., the MYJSFC
scheme, once including the effect of the sea-state, gives
results comparable to the Fairall parameterization imple-
mented in ROMS. As illustrated in Figure 20, since under
high wind speed conditions the momentum flux and the
wind speed from this additional experiment are quite similar
to the ones from EXP4, the oceanic and surface wave
responses are very close to the ones simulated by EXP4 (not
shown).
[70] There are several methods to couple atmospheric
model to wave model. In this study, the wave model
(SWAN) provides to the atmospheric model (WRF) the
significant wave height, wave peak period, and wavelength.
Then, the Drennan et al. [2005] parameterization is used by
WRF to compute the surface roughness based on wave age.
Another way of coupling the atmospheric model to the wave
model may be implemented following the method described
by Janssen [2004]. This method is used at the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
forecast and has been demonstrated relevant for both the
wave and the atmospheric models [Janssen et al., 2002,
2004]. Comparing different approaches available in the lit-
erature [e.g., Olabarrieta et al., 2012] is beyond the scope of
this investigation but certainly calls for further research
efforts.
[71] Using a fully coupled system allows overcoming
some inconsistencies in the computation of turbulent fluxes
with respect to uncoupled models. Even though WRF para-
meterizations used in the coupled experiment are not spe-
cifically dedicated for marine conditions. Using the Fairall
et al. [2003] formulation within WRF over the sea cells
and the MYJSFC scheme over land cells might improve the
performance of the system despite some expected instabil-
ities at the land-sea boundary. Nevetheless, at high wind
speed, such formulation may overestimate wind stress. A
similar approach was tested recently by May et al. [2011]
and needs further research.
[72] Other sources of model errors are possible. In partic-
ular, it may be argued that since the turbulent heat fluxes
parameterizations have a strong dependence on aerody-
namical surface roughness [e.g., Bao et al., 2000], not all
atmospheric model parameterisation would benefit equally
from the wave-atmosphere coupling. In addition, as sug-
gested by S. E. Belcher et al. (A global perspective on mixing
in the ocean surface boundary layer, submitted to Geophys-
ical Research Letters, 2011), current parameterizations of
the oceanic turbulent mixing are likely missing key surface-
wave processes that force Langmuir turbulence, which dee-
pens the oceanic mixed layer more rapidly than wind-forcing.
This may lead to systematic and substantial error in the
simulation of the oceanic mixed layer, impacting the heat
exchange between ocean and atmosphere.
[73] A further analysis would be necessary to incorporate
additional effects of wave-current interaction using the
Vortex Force approach to fully account for the effect of
surface waves breaking and providing a source of momen-
tum to the ocean. This increase in flux would modify the
ocean mixed layer deepening and the currents [e.g., Qiao
et al., 2006; Carniel et al., 2009; Babanin, 2011;
Olabarrieta et al., 2012] that would be returned to the wave
model in a vertically integrated approach based on Kirby and
Chen [1989]. Such impact may change the storm induced
SST cooling and then the atmospheric and wave simulations
by SST feedback to the atmosphere. This additional investi-
gation is something to be considered and addressed in addi-
tional scenarios to be performed in the future. In addition,
when coupling the three models, the momentum flux esti-
mated by WRF including the effect of the sea-state is trans-
ferred as drag over the ocean model without considering here
the momentum flux portion lost to surface waves (as, for
example, in Janssen et al. [1989], Saetra et al. [2007] and
Fan et al. [2009]) nor the one locally gained through break-
ing waves. This may result in a biased estimation of ocean
vertical mixing and then SST cooling in EXP4.
[74] Results suggest that the studied storm is not a tropical
cyclone like Mediterranean storms in which the wind
induced surface heat exchange mechanism [e.g., Emanuel,
1988; Jansá, 1987; Pytharoulis et al., 2000] assumes a pri-
mary role. In the studied case, like in some meteorological
bombs studied by Katsafados et al. [2011], surface fluxes
does not seem to play a primary role in the storm location
and intensity, which seem to be partially driven by air–sea
temperature contrast. Sanders and Gyakum [1980] suggest a
criterion, called the Bergeron number, which is defined as
the normalized central pressure deepening rate (NDRc)
NDRC ¼ DP24 hPa
sin 60ð Þ
sin f
;
where P is the central pressure change (in hPa) of a system
over 24 h that occurs at latitude f. When the Bergeron
number exceeds unity, the system is deemed to be an
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atmospheric bomb in the sense of Sanders and Gyakum
[1980]. Therefore, the studied event is not in the strict sense
an atmospheric bomb but is close to one, since it is charac-
terized by a Bergeron number of 0.9. Zhang and Perrie
[2001] showed that the enhanced roughness due to waves
increases the heat loss by turbulent heat fluxes, which in turn
fuels the storm and then induces a deeper storm. Our results
show instead that EXP4 simulates the less deep storm. The
interpretation of this result is that there are two opposite
feedback mechanisms in the coupling process between the
atmosphere and ocean surface. The more intense heat loss by
turbulent heat fluxes fuels the storm, whereas the sea
roughness and the SST cooling (driven by the combined
effect of turbulent heat fluxes and ocean vertical mixing), by
stabilizing the atmospheric marine bounday layer and
reducing the air-sea temperature contrast, reduce the storm
intensity. In our case study, the second coupling mechanism
dominates the first one and then leads to a slightly less deep
storm.
[75] Although the fully coupled simulation provides better
statistical scores compared to the other simulations, the
comparisons were mostly focused on meteo-oceanographic
buoys, i.e., at the interface between atmosphere and ocean.
Further effort should be devoted to testing the performance
of the system in the full atmospheric and ocean boundary
layers. Within the framework of the IMEDEA/SOCIB
observational program, glider missions are carried out across
the Balearic Sea and the Spanish Peninsula [Ruiz et al.,
2009, 2012]. High-resolution hydrographic data gathered
with such technologies could help us to improve both eval-
uation and assessment of the coupling sensitivity on short-
term and long-term studies. This is the topic of current
research. Finally, this study is also aimed at serving as a
benchmark for wave-air-sea coupled simulations, despite the
short period studied. Indeed, results can be useful to
parameterize the air-sea interactions in climatic simulation
and also the air-wave coupling as demonstrated by Hanley
et al. [2010].
7. Conclusion
[76] In this study, we carried out uncoupled and coupled
simulations over the Western Mediterranean Sea to assess
the atmosphere-ocean-wave feedback during a severe storm.
Despite some biases in terms of intensity and location, this
event is relatively well reproduced by the different simula-
tions showing a cyclogenesis starting on 03 May 2010 close
to the Balearic Islands and then turning on to the Gulf of
Lion. This event induced an intensification of both Mistral
and Tramontane wind up to 25 m.s1 generating rough sea-
state with significant wave height up to 5 m. As observed by
in situ measurements, the simulated oceanic response to the
storm is a significant sea surface cooling (up to 2) over the
Gulf of Lion, mostly confined to the Tramontane zone
intensification and along the storm track.
[77] Using a surface heat budget analysis, we have found
that ocean vertical mixing was a major contributor to the
cooling tendency along the storm track and the Gulf of Lion
where turbulent heat fluxes also played an important role. In
good agreement with other studies [e.g., Garfinkel et al.,
2011], sensitivity experiments to fluxes parameterization
showed that the WRF parameterization based on a constant
Charnock coefficient leads to a lower momentum flux that in
turn induced a weak SST cooling by combined effect of
ocean vertical mixing and turbulent heat fluxes. When adding
SST feedback to the atmosphere and using this parameteri-
zation, the atmospheric marine bounday layer is stabilized
and winds are slightly reduced. The inclusion of the wave
feedback reinforced the SST feedback to the atmosphere.
Considering the effect of the wave age on the roughness
length, more intense momentum flux, ocean vertical mixing
and turbulent heat fluxes are found. In turn, the induced
colder SST stabilized more efficiently the atmospheric
marine boundary layer and then, combined with the sea
induced roughness that may weaken the horizontal pressure
gradient, reduced the biases of 10 m wind speed and signif-
icant wave height between model and observations.
[78] Comparison with available atmospheric and oceanic
observations showed that, as in former studies [e.g., Pullen
et al., 2007; Lionello et al., 2003], the use of the fully cou-
pled system provides the most skillful simulation, illustrat-
ing the benefit of using a fully coupled ocean-atmosphere-
wave model system for the assessment of the storm event.
Additionally, although the direct evaluation of momen-
tum flux values is not possible here due to the lack of
corresponding observations, this study confirms that the
atmosphere-wave coupled models improve the realism of the
simulations. While some limitations of this application have
been addressed, the realism of the fully coupled simulations
is encouraging and provides a road map for further hypoth-
esis testing.
Appendix A
A1. Heat Budget
[79] For diagnosing the oceanic processes that drive the
differences between the experiments, the following temper-
ature heat budget is computed offline:
∂t Th i ¼ Qr0Cph
 U∂xT þ V∂yT þW∂zT
  1
h
∂h
∂t
SST  Tz¼hð Þ
þ ∂
∂z
kv
∂T
∂z
;
where T represents the ocean temperature and SST the sea
surface temperature, (U, V, W) is the 3-D velocity field
estimated from the simulation, h is the mixed layer depth
estimated using a criterion of 0.2 [de Boyer Montégut et al.,
2004] and Q is the net heat flux (sum of latent, sensible,
longwave radiation and shortwave radiation heat fluxes).
The variables r0 and Cp are the mean density and heat
capacity of the ocean water (r0 = 103 kg m3 and Cp =
4185.5 Joule/(kgK), kv is the vertical diffusion coefficient
estimated by ROMS. 〈.〉 represents the integral value over
the MLD).
[80] Focus is on the Gol, the purple rectangle displayed on
Figure 5b, which indicates the box where heat budget is
averaged (2E–5E–41.5N–44N).
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A2. Acronyms
[81] The acronyms detailed in Table A1 are used through-
out this study.
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